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Food is not just a human need, but also a fundamental occasion for exchanges
and meetings among individuals, cultures and traditions.

Across Europe, the number of food-related integration practices is growing,
aiming at building sustainable processes of dialogue and mutual knowledge,
creating relationships and opportunities for social and economic inclusion.
Urban and suburban community gardens, restaurants, catering services, new
forms of social agriculture are developing as places of exchanging,
understanding and building new relationships among people and cultures.

SYNOPSIS

The Project «Food Relations» (promoted by ACRA (IT), ABD-ONG (ES),
Agronauten (DE), Agroecopolis (GR), Kamba (IT), Consorzio SIS (IT) and co-
funded by the European Union - AMIF Fund) aims at strengthening the spaces
for social participation, intercultural communication and the integration of
migrants in Europe, through the development and the sharing of experiences
that value food as a tool for dialogue and inclusion.

The video follows the four initiatives developed in the Project (in Italy, Spain,
Germany and Greece) and tells the positive experiences of integration and
social inclusion through the voices and memories of European and migrants
who are involved in.



Albert Lloreta

Cofounder of Bonobo Films, is a filmmaker and a
journalist from Barcelona. He holds degrees in
Journalism and Human Arts from University Pompeu
Fabra in Barcelona.
He has worked for the last decade as a documentary
filmmaker, on several documentaries (La Dharma,
una emoció; Mai no ha mancat el teu alè, Barnils: El
Fil Rosa; Les cançons del 68) and has also worked in
music videos, podcast and cultural and social
communication campaigns. He has published several
articles and short video reports at Sentit Crític, El
Punt Avui, A Viva Veu, Indiespot, Gent Normal,
Journal of Political Inquiry of the New York
University, the XTL and TV3 among others.

DIRECTORS

Erol Ileri Llordella

Cofounder of Bonobo Films, is a filmmaker from
Esparraguera. He holds a degree in Music Production
from the School of Audio Engineering of Amsterdam
and he is superior technician in audiovisual realization
and shows.
He has been responsible for audiovisual content for
the NGO Agermanament, based in Barcelona. Among
others, he was in charge of generating audiovisual
content for the theater play "Històries d'Istanbul"
(Festival Grec 2017; Teatre Lliure 2018), "MATRIA"
produced by Temporada Alta and FiraTàrrega, both
focused on documentary theater. He's been
volunteering for years in Kurdistan, Cameroon and for
migrant youth projects in Europe.



Food is not Just food, it is also memories and 
feelings, integration and intercultural dialogue 
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This video was produced with the financial support of the
European Union.
Its contents are the sole responsibility of Food Relations project
partners and do not necessarily reflect the views of the European
Union.
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